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2 years of experience as a Machinist. Meticulous machinist, excellent at juggling 
multiple tasks and working under pressure. Broad industry experience includes 
Healthcare, manufacturing.

OCTOBER 2014 – JUNE 2016
MACHINIST/ PRODUCTION - ABC CORPORATION

 Fabricate, assemble, service, maintain, repair, and test fluid power equipment.
 Follow blueprints, schematics, or drawings using hand tools, power tools, and 

testing devices.
 Verify conformance to specifications using instruments, such as micrometers, 

venire, and calipers.
 Assemble fluid power components such as pumps, motors, values, and controls 

using hand tools and holding devices.
 Connects the unit to test equipment, and analyzes and records data such as 

fluid pressure, measure flow, and leakage.
 Self-motivated with the ability to stay focused on tasks such as micrometers 

inside and outside vernier calipers, dial indicators.
 Proactively constructed programs for electrical enclosures as well as 

underground and transportation equipment.

APRIL 2014 – SEPTEMBER 2014
MACHINIST - ABC CORPORATION

 Calculate dimensions and tolerances using knowledge of mathematics and 
instruments such as micrometers and vernier calipers.

 Align and secure holding fixtures, cutting tools, attachments, accessories, and 
materials onto machines.

 Select the appropriate tools, machines, and materials to be used in the 
preparation of machinery work.

 Machine parts to specifications using machine tools such as lathes, milling 
machines, shapers, or grinders.

 Set up, adjust, and operate all of the basic machine tools and many specialized 
or advanced variation tools to perform precision machining operations.

 Measure, examine, and test completed units to detect defects and ensure 
conformance to specifications, using precision instruments such as 
micrometers.

 Set controls to regulate machining, or enter commands to retrieve, input, or edit
computerized machine control media.
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EDUCATION

Associate- (Grayson College Instructor - Sherman, TX)HS- (Amphitheater High 
School - Tucson, AZ)Geoscience - 2011(Texas Tech University - Tech, Texas, US)

SKILLS

Dimensions, Editing, Grinders, Lathes, Machine Tools, Machinery, Machinery 
Lubrication, Machining, Mathematics, Micrometers, Milling Cutters, and Vernier 
Calipers.
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